
Start Crisis 2020: Election of the new President of the United States 

Update 1: 2022-ish, and… 

USA: One week after the US election of Cory Booker (democrat, pro-gun laws) China launches a pilot 

project, projecting the face of Xi Jinping into the sky in low orbit for the world to see. Further 

information from the USA: A Chinese broadcasting satellite collided with a British one, and was 

knocked off-orbit, spiraling towards Earth. It entered the atmosphere over Texas, mostly burning up. 

However, a few bits fell through, hitting and killing a highly endangered Ocelot near the town of 

Marfa, TX.  

China: An attempt to censor the internet by removing Xi Jinping / Winnie the Pooh memes on a 

global scale has failed catastrophically. Historically divided sites such as Facebook, Reddit, Tumblr 

and all the different chans got together to retaliate, reviving the 2018/2019 Xi JinPooh memes, 

resulting in massive embarrassment and quite frankly, a PR disaster for the Chinese Communist 

Party. 

Russia: 7 weeks ago, CNN and BBC both broadcasted images of what appears to be the construction 

of a Russian moon base! Rockets have been launching on a daily basis from the Baikonur 

Cosmodrome. However, in more important news: RT has aired a new episode in its series "Just Putin 

Things", depicting their beloved leader wrestling a bear in outer space. Needless to say, Putin won, 

and Russian euphoria is higher than ever.  

Rumors have sparked in the popular Parisian newspaper Le Parisien that the headquarters of the 

ESA seems to be empty and no one is picking up the phone! Furthermore, an increased number of 

French rocket launches have been observed, but the state hasn't said much on what they contained. 

India has sent its second woman to space, yay! Furthermore, it has been investing heavily in its 

rocket launch platforms, in an attempt to attract foreign investors. Mostly, a number of Arab states 

have showed interest.  

 

 


